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The synergy of Additive Manufacturing and Computational Geometry has the potential to radically expand the “design space” of solutions available to designers. Additive Manufacturing (AM) is capable of fabricating objects that are highly complex both in geometry and material properties. However, the introduction of any new technology can have a disruptive effect on established design practices and organizations. Before “Design for Additive Manufacturing” (DFAM) is a commonplace means of producing objects employed in “real world” products, appropriate design knowledge must be sufficiently integrated within industry. First, materials suited to additive manufacturing methods must be developed to satisfy existing industry standards and specifications, or new standards must be developed. Second, a new class of design representation (CAD) tools will need to be developed. Third, designers and design organizations will need to develop strategies for employing such tools. This thesis describes three DFAM exercises intended to demonstrate the potential for innovative design when using advanced additive materials, tools, and printers. These design exercises included 1) a light-weight composite layup mold developed with topology optimization, 2) a low-pressure fluid duct enhanced with an external lattice structure, and 3) an airline seat tray designed using a non-uniform lattice structure optimized with topology optimization.
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Introduction

A significant differentiator between art and design is the influence of external constraints. One of the principal activities of design is “form-finding.” One way to describe form-finding is an exploration of the relationships between conceptualization, representation, and fabrication. Conceptualization is limited only by the designer’s imagination, but representation and fabrication are technologies, and therefore act as constraints on the “Design Space” which defines the practical boundaries of form-finding. What happens when new technology significantly reduces those constraints? The Design Space is expanded, but exploration of the expanded design space becomes more complicated. The question relevant to design computing, then, is what happens to the designer’s process when these activities become computational? What if the design software iterates the modification of the structure? What if the fabrication device creates the material? How does the designer re-conceptualize his or her task of form-finding?

This thesis will explore a recent example of this problem: the emergence of Additive Manufacturing (AM). Commonly known as 3D printing, AM has captured the imagination of the design world. It represents a rare case: the invention of a fundamentally new way of making things. It has implications for all of the domains of design knowledge and practice: material, fabrication, and representation.

Material, traditionally selected from standardized stocks with uniform densities and fixed properties, may be created “on the fly” with variable distribution and tailored properties. Fabrication methods, typically restricted to cutting an object out from a larger mass of material or forming material into shape with heat or pressure, now include building an object up by selectively distributing material in layers (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Layers of AM part.
Significantly, the design tools that evolved to represent established materials and fabrication methods lack features needed to fully exploit the capabilities of Additive Manufacturing. A design tool will represent structure as a physical geometry and material as physical attributes assigned to the geometry. The most common present-day method to 3D representation, Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG), was developed (and tends to be biased) to represent objects that are typically fabricated with Computerized Numerically-Controlled (CNC) type tools: Milling machines, routers, lathes, brake forming tools, and machined molds. Accordingly, the structures represented tend to have geometries such as blocks, plates, tubes, constant wall thicknesses, round holes, and flat surfaces (Fig. 2).

Material is represented as properties assigned to structures. Designers then modify these structures and materials in detail to meet specific requirements. The designs are tested against these requirements and modified again as necessary. This iterative cycle of select, modify, and test is the basic pattern of “optimization.” The number of iterations is generally limited by time and money. Accordingly, in “real-world” practice designers tend to select structures and materials they understand and modify them in ways that are economical to test and fabricate. Optimization has been constrained by economics. Complex, novel structures are difficult to fabricate and test. Exotic materials are expensive to acquire and often difficult to work with. Consequently, much of the process of testing has become computational. Software tools like Finite Element Analysis (FEA), Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), and simulation enable rapid, relatively inexpensive iterative testing of a form (structure & material). In addition, designers who learned their trade using established materials and fabrication methods understandably acquired assumptions about which materials and methods were best suited to a specific task. In order to fully exploit the capabilities of Additive Manufacturing, designers must learn new ways of thinking about
design, have representation tools that enable creation of complex geometry and material distribution, and have encoding software (file formats) that fully describe all features of geometry and material.

To transition Additive Manufacturing from a prototyping method into a true production process in a regulated environment such as airplane manufacture, additive materials and related manufacturing processes must be refined until they satisfy existing industry standards and specifications (Cunningham, 2015). Some additive materials and processes will simply require testing and review to satisfy existing standards. Other materials and processes may require new standards (and standards organizations) to be developed. Designing components and assemblies suited to AM will require the development of a new class of design representation (CAD) tools. “Hybrid modeling” software can generate efficient and often highly-complex topologies or replace monolithic solid volumes and surfaces with “mesostructures” (Rosen, 2007) such as lattices or materials that are graded in density or composition (Oxman, 2011). In addition to enhanced digital modeling environments, these tools may require greater computing power, and the development of file formats that encode metadata about the “manufacturable elements” (Rosen, 2007) of an object. This is similar to the development of the STEP (Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data) format which encoded product information that could facilitate manufacturing by different applications (Griggs et al, 2005 p. 227). The current standard file format for additive manufacturing is the STL (Standard Triangulation Language) format which is a simple polygon mesh incapable of encoding information about material, manufacturing method, features, etc.

Finally, designers will need to learn how to employ such tools, and organizations will need to develop strategies that allow new modes of thinking, and new techniques to supplement existing structures. To maximize the value of Additive Manufacturing, designers will need to modify established assumptions about creating form and defining material. Approaches might vary from redesigning existing products using hybrid modeling tools in order to optimize them for Additive Manufacturing, to rethinking entire product lines to take advantage of the many new material and shape characteristics available, and their associated potential manufacturing efficiencies. Realizing the three aforementioned objectives will guide the way towards establishing the discipline of DFAM.
Domains of Design Knowledge

All of the structures, tools, and objects we make and use can be described as material that has been fabricated into a form corresponding to some design intent which is informed by knowledge about the material properties and fabrication methods. The designer conveys his or her intent to the fabricator with a representation such as drawings with notations. These three areas of technology—material, fabrication, and representation—compose the primary domains of design knowledge (Table 1). Material, obviously, is any physical substance that can be refined into a useful object. Historically there has been a progression from natural materials such as stone and wood, to ceramics, metals, polymers, and composites. Whatever the material, designers seek some common properties: obtainability, ease of forming, performance, and consistency. Fabrication is the method by which material is formed into a desired shape or configuration. The methods are numerous, but can be categorized as discrete (singular), batch, or continuous. Representation is the domain of the designer. It is the means by which a designer’s imagination is translated into “information-rich” media that can be used to guide fabrication. It has been called “externalized cognition” (Self, 2014) and “Reflection-in-Action” (Schon, 1983).

Table 1: Elements of Design Domains. Source: Author

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Fabrication</th>
<th>Representation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Obtainable</td>
<td>• Discrete</td>
<td>• Externalizes Cognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Can be refined</td>
<td>• Batch</td>
<td>• Communicates Cognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Consistent properties</td>
<td>• Continuous</td>
<td>• Encodes Properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Natural</td>
<td>• Casting</td>
<td>• Sketching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fiber</td>
<td>• Forging</td>
<td>• Model-making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ceramics</td>
<td>• Machining</td>
<td>• Drafting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Metals</td>
<td>• Injection molding</td>
<td>• 2D CAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Polymers</td>
<td>• Molding &amp; Tape-laying</td>
<td>• 3D CAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Composites</td>
<td>• Additive manufacture</td>
<td>• Topology Optimization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Additive materials</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Generative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Nano-materials</td>
<td>• Nano-assembly</td>
<td>• “Material Computation”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our capacity to design and build is determined by the scope of these knowledge domains and the extent to which they “overlap”. In the abstract, this region of overlap can be conceptualized as the “Design Space” (Fig. 3).

![Fig. 3. The Design Space](Source: Author)

While the designs of human imagination have few limitations, the objects we make and use are subject to practical constraints such as technology, economics, time, and even ethics or politics. It is commonly expressed that constraints are what distinguish design from art as a practice. Three areas of knowledge—material, fabrication, and representation—can be understood as the core domains of design knowledge. Any fabricated object can be seen as an embodiment of the domain knowledge possessed by the person or people who made it. A simple crafted object may embody the domain knowledge of a single person, while a complex structure or industrial machine inevitably embodies the combined domain knowledge of hundreds to thousands of specialists from many disciplines. Success in design depends on the ability of such specialists to communicate their knowledge across disciplines. Any truly effective, reliable manufactured object must emerge from the intersection of these different understandings, which together effectively define a “Design Space.”

### Expanding the Design Space

Innovation occurs constantly within design domains. When a new element is introduced in one domain, it typically enables advances in the others—provided there is a means to achieve the necessary “overlap”. For example, in the 1960’s, digital CAD supplanted manual drawings and computer-controlled milling supplanted manual milling, but the two technology domains remained independent of each other without a means to encode the CAD drawings and transmit them to
the mill. As advances are made in every domain, effective communication of design intent grows between specialties (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Expanding the Design Space
Source: Author

Disrupting the Design Space

The introduction of a new element (i.e. technology, method, resource) in any domain can expand the design space, but it can also disrupt established systems of production. This disruption derives from the challenge of integrating new technology with existing tools and communicating new knowledge to the members of the design organization. Introduction of a new material may require development or adjustment to fabrication processes and design representations. Development of a new fabrication process may not see full exploitation until representation tools are revised to take advantage of it. To facilitate the adoption and integration of new design technologies, the international system of standards was developed. Standards are simply a documented set of generally-agreed upon definitions, tools, and methods describing some application of technology (Griggs et al 2005 p. 18). Their critical function is to enable the encoding and transmission of design knowledge across domains (Fig. 5). Without effective knowledge transmission, fabrication of complex products can be compromised, as will be described in the following case studies.

Fig. 5. Standards enable encoding and translation between domains.
Source: Author
Case Study 1: Digital Representation & the Boeing 777

The 777 was The Boeing Corporation’s first fully “digital airplane” program, meaning the airplane was no longer represented by conventional drawings but rather in 3-dimensional CAD. The 777 was a predominantly aluminum aircraft, and industry standards for digital machining were mature, so change occurred in only a single domain (Fig. 6).

The primary reasons for adopting Dassault CATIA were its comprehensive suite of parametric modeling features and the capability to export data to machine tools. Additionally, the ability of CATIA to encode material properties facilitated digital structural analysis of parts using finite element analysis software. This standardization—the "Model-Based Definition" or MBD—enabled an effective overlap between representation, fabrication, and material domains. When CATIA became the standard design tool for the 777 program, every designer assigned to the program had to learn to use it—a major organizational challenge for Boeing (Marion et al, 2012). In essence, the company had to adapt to an entirely new representation system. It was a significant disruption to the design organization, but manageable because Boeing had an established training organization and was able to eventually offer more than 100 courses in CATIA. In a few years the majority of the design organization was proficient with CATIA.

Consequently, the 777 program was one of Boeing’s most successful, coming in on time and on budget with very few problems in development.

Fig. 6. Mature standards for encoding CAD data facilitated digital manufacturing of the 777. Source: Author
Case Study 2: Material and Fabrication & the Boeing 787

In contrast to the “single change” 777 program, the 787 airplane can be considered a case study of a design program where new technology was introduced in two design domains. First, the material from which the aircraft was made changed from metals to carbon fiber composites. That change necessitated a second shift, in the domain of fabrication, as the methods used for composite fabrication are significantly different than those for metals. So not only did the manufacturing workforce need to be trained in new methods of fabrication of composite materials, but the engineering community also had to be trained in the design of composite materials. Both the materials and the manufacturing methods changed, but the company did not have mature, fully capable standards and processes in place to encode the necessary information across the three design-space domains. The design community was confronted with a huge learning curve resulting in delays and cost over-runs. The training program was not adequate to reeducate the workforce in a timely fashion. A resulting problem, for example, was a significant structural failure that was not anticipated by the analysis software (Talbot, 2008) which suggests that the representation tool did not properly capture or encode the properties of the materials (Fig. 7).

![Diagram of composite material properties and fabrication methods](image)

Fig. 7. Inaccurate encoding of 787 composite material properties led to inadequate software models. Source: Author
Research Review: Design for Additive Manufacturing

Additive Manufacturing introduces the first entirely "digital" method of fabrication in the sense that there is no intermediary representation, such as drawings. Definition of the geometry to be built comes from a 3-dimensional CAD model and control of the building process is entirely computer-driven. There are many variations of AM but they all share common features: the geometry of the part comes from a CAD model, the model is "sliced" into 2D cross-sections, the printer builds up the part geometry by "stacking" the cross-sections in successive layers of a fluid raw material (typically liquid resin, powder, or molten plastic), and the cross-sectional areas are solidified by precise application of energy such as light, heat, or a chemical binder. At the end of the layer-stacking process, the completed part is removed from the raw material. This process avoids many of the limitations of traditional manufacturing methods and is capable of fabricating complex shapes that would be physically impossible or prohibitively expensive to make otherwise. The unique affordances of AM have been compiled by Hod Lipson of Columbia University into a set of "principles of 3D printing" to inform design thinking (Lipson, 2012). Among them: manufacturing complexity and variety is "free", lead time and need for assembly are reduced, more materials are available with less waste produced, design possibilities are increased while manufacturing skill required is reduced, and the industrial "footprint" is reduced, even to the point of portability.

Design Tools for Managing Complexity

Hague et al (2002) also enumerated and described specific affordances of DFAM such as: "complexity for free" meaning that highly-complex geometry cost no more to 3D print than simple shapes; "freedom of form", meaning that 3D printers are not restricted by traditional requirements such as draft angles, constant cross-sections, split lines, etc.; "rationalization of components", meaning that what once needed to be made from multiple simple parts could be reduced to one complex part; and "functionally graded materials", meaning that 3D printers can combine different materials at different locations to alter material properties across a part (though speculative at the time, this is now a reality with polyjet printers). Additionally, the implications for end-users were analyzed. With "mass-customization" enabling
end-users to participate directly in the design, realistic constraints need to be imposed on the design freedom of users who may have little knowledge of design, materials, or CAD/CAM. The authors proposed innovative CAD software with constraint-based user interfaces and tools to collaborate with designers.

**Form-finding in an Expanded Design Space**

Rosen (2007) proposed a theoretical framework for a CAD/CAM tool purpose-built to take advantage of three affordances he ascribed to AM: shape complexity, material complexity, and hierarchical complexity (the ability to design & fabricate at multiple scales). His proposed CAD tool combined features of parametric CSG for form development, and a "cellular" approach analogous to a voxel-based modeler in which the structure is decomposed into cells that are "Manufacturable ELeements", or "MELs" (Fig. 8).

Based on AM process and material selection from a library, the modeler constructs appropriate MELs (e.g. lattice elements) to fill in the internal volume of the part. Rosen's overall conclusion is that "DFAM should be concerned with the exploration of expanded design spaces, rather than the focus on constraints imposed by the manufacturing method, as is typical of DFM methods."
Designing Material Properties

A number of publications by the MIT Media Lab’s Mediated Matter design research group describe the concept of “Material Ecology”. The group’s founder, Neri Oxman, argues that it is possible to use AM technology to perform "material-based design computation" which she defines as “the process of computationally enabled form-finding informed by material properties.” The core of this process is the concept of Functionally Graded Materials (FGMs) which are characterized by “the gradual variation in composition and structure throughout their volume”. The gradation is achieved by means of subdividing the volume into discrete units such as cells, fibers, or lattice elements which vary in properties such as size, density, and orientation. These elements have been called "MEL's" (Manufactured ELements) or "maxels" (akin to a "voxel"). By controlling the properties of each maxel, the designer can control the performance of the material (Fig. 9).

The problem, of course, is how? Oxman proposes a novel CAD tool called a Variable Property Modeler (VPM) which maps control functions to material properties. Object geometry can be defined as discrete (constant) or variable (functionally gradated). Of course, a designer is unlikely to know the optimal areas to add or remove material or exactly how to optimize material properties at every location on an object. This would be an expression of the unmanageable complexity described earlier. The VPM envisioned by Oxman would combine key features such as volumetric ("voxel"-based) modeling, Finite Element Analysis (FEA) capability, and a

Fig. 9. Carpal Tunnel restraint; “The custom-fit property-distribution functions built into the glove allows for passive but consistent pulling and stretching simultaneously.” Source: Oxman, 2011
particle system modeler. All these capabilities enable the representation and simulation of physical properties and behavior (performance) of individual elements or the whole object. Such a VPM tool would indeed offer amazing capabilities, but at a price. Users would need to learn a very different user interface and concept of operation compared to current traditional CAD/CAM software, let alone become educated in an entirely new DFAM methodology in order to take advantage of it. If the goal is to make a part or assembly optimized for minimal material use, it is likely that most designers would require guidance from some sort of expert system built in to the application.

Revising the Design Curriculum

Researchers are investigating the development of design tools that take advantage of the affordances of AM, such as feature databases, material libraries, expert systems, and CAD/CAM software that allows material-based computation. The design education profession will require new curriculum to train designers in the novel nature of design for additive manufacturing. Geraedts et al (2012) at the Delft University of Technology attempted to answer the question “How should designers adapt or change their way of working to benefit from the possibilities of AM?” To that end they developed a new analytical model for a DFAM methodology and tested it with industrial design students in an experimental full-semester course over a three-year period. Their model sets up a process in which the designer can begin with the desired performance and move inductively to the best AM process, or start with an AM process and simulate the predicted performance. The authors concluded that AM technology will offer significant improvement in product design and manufacturing economics, but only if revised education prepares designers. The authors concluded that AM technology will offer significant improvement in product design and manufacturing economics, but only if revised education prepares designers.

Design for Additive Manufacturing in Practice

While the implications of DFAM are becoming widely understood, in the author’s experience, the applicable knowledge of the design affordances of AM is less prevalent. Complicating practical inquiry is the fact that the technology remains embryonic and unreliable in
practice, making it difficult to prove new DFAM methods in the field. Research shows the necessity of developing new CAD software tailor-made for DFAM. Long-term studies with many subjects taking on the main challenges of DFAM (designing non-traditional structures, specifying functionally-graded materials, working at multiple scales, and running simulations) is a way to identify potential methodology and tool solutions in detail. The problem is essentially one of overcoming complexity: complexity of geometry (CAD interface), complexity of fabrication (AM reliability), complexity of processing (simulation), and complexity of design knowledge (DFAM education).

As much as there is potential to expand the design space, there is at the same time an obvious likelihood of disruption. In order to mitigate this disruption, full integration of the three domains is needed (Fig. 10). This will require:

- A representation tool tailored to Additive Manufacturing that allows the designer to create unconventional, complex and optimized geometries.
- A file format that is able to encode all relevant information about a design and transmit it to the printer.
- Additive materials whose properties are fully understood and predictable so representation tools can perform accurate analysis and create the part exactly as specified.
- Printers that incorporate real-time monitoring to enable process controls.

Fig. 10. Producing aircraft parts with AM will require mature standards to encode material properties and process parameters. Source: Author.
Design Exercises

While the author has had significant experience with traditional fabrication, and has been intimately involved in Boeing’s use of AM for rapid prototyping (often using traditional representational tools and design goals) it was felt that a more rigorous inquiry into future manufacturing was needed as part of the thesis. Three hypothetical designs were chosen to reflect different design goals within the organization.

There is tremendous interest in using Additive Manufacturing in the production of aircraft components. Some primary goals are to reduce costs by eliminating production tooling, to reduce part weight (and increase payload) by using material more efficiently, reduce part count and assembly time by combining multiple subcomponents into a single part, and streamline manufacturing by printing production tooling. The industrial context for these exercises is the advancement of AM materials and processes. The development of a high-performance AM polymer powder based on Polyether-ketone ketone (PEKK), plus an SLS machine capable of printing at the high temperatures required to melt PEKK, has created the opportunity to produce actual AM production parts for use on aircraft. Parts made from the PEKK material have sufficient temperature tolerance and tensile strength to qualify to existing industry standards for use on commercial airliners. With two of the three domains “expanded”—material and process—the challenge lies in the domain of representation. What kind of design tools and methods are best-suited to exploit the chief affordance of AM, such as geometric complexity, consolidation of components, and efficiency of material distribution? While AM with polymer material is not yet approved for use on aircraft as primary or secondary (flight-critical load-bearing) structures, there are possible applications for “tertiary” structure such as ducting, interior parts, housings, or as previously mentioned, factory tooling. The goal of the design exercises was to explore the affordances and constraints of DFAM using existing “hybrid” representation software that combine solid modeling features with the ability to generate forms through algorithms and analysis.
The first exercise used Altair SolidThinking “Inspire” topology optimization software to design a lightweight layup mold exploiting PEKK’s ability to withstand autoclave temperatures. (Fig. 11).

![Fig. 11. Topology-optimized lightweight printed layup mold. Source: Author](image1)

The second exercise used Materialise “3-matic” generative design software to modify an existing low-pressure tube (Fig. 12) with a complex lattice structure that serves the dual-purposes of lightweight stiffening and large surface-area-to-volume ratio to facilitate cooling.

![Fig. 12. STL mesh model imported into Materialise Magics. Source: Author](image2)

The third exercise combined both applications to design a light but rigid and flat airline tray table (Fig. 13). Optimization tool was used to counteract the deforming effect of the high-temperature SLS process.

![Fig. 13. Inspire load case applied to tray table. Forces in red; constraints in orange. Source: Author](image3)
Exercise 1: Topology-Optimized Lightweight Mold

The intent of the first design exercise was to demonstrate the use of topology optimization to design a mold capable of withstanding a load while using minimal material to reduce weight. Layup molds are very commonly used to make composite parts (Fig. 14).

Typically, they are machined from steel to very accurately create complex shapes that will not deform under the heat and pressure of an autoclave (Fig. 15). Yet steel molds are heavy, expensive, and require weeks or month of lead-time to produce. Using the high temperature “PEKK” polymer that will tolerate the conditions in an autoclave, it is possible to 3D print layup molds.

The benefits would include reduced cost, faster production and reduced tool weight—a plus when layup molds must be handled during manufacturing. However, the PEKK material is expensive, so the design intent is to make a mold using the least amount of material possible that remains strong and stiff enough not to deform in the autoclave. Topology optimization is an ideal method for solving this type of design problem. This process analyzes the geometry of the
part and the physical forces it is subjected to (the load case) and calculates the most efficient distribution of material to handle the loads (Fig. 16).


The shapes generated are typically “organic” in appearance, with compound curves, uneven surfaces, and varying thicknesses that would be difficult to create by machining or molding but are easily formed by a 3D printer. The design software used for this exercise was Altair Inspire. Inspire is a derivative of Altair’s high-end optimization application “Hyperworks”.

While Hyperworks is a comprehensive suite intended for use by specialist engineers, Inspire is meant to be a user-friendly means for designers to develop material-efficient structures. Traditionally designers use their knowledge of structure to inform their creation of a basic configuration, which is confirmed through analysis and refined through iterations. Essentially, the model is for the designer to “give form” and the software to refine it. The innovation using topology optimization at the beginning of the design process inverts this model. Instead, the software gives form and the designer refines it.

Inspire has basic modeling functions but is not intended as the primary design tool. Any CAD software can be used to create the initial form. The method is to separate the object into “design space” and “non-design space.” Non-design space is any fixed feature that will not be optimized; in this case the mold surface, vacuum tubes, and feet. The design space is the volume intended to be optimized; in this case the mold base.
The CAD modeler Rhino 5 was used to design the basic mold form (Fig. 17). The design and non-design elements were created as distinct objects which were imported into Inspire.

In Inspire, the first step is to check each element for any errors that may have occurred in translation, designate elements as design or non-design space, and then assign material properties to each (Fig. 18).

In this case the properties of the high-temperature PEKK polymer had to be entered, as they were not in the material database that came installed with Inspire.

For designers who do not have a structural engineering background the biggest challenge of topology optimization is developing the load case correctly. It is necessary to understand the principal forces, where they act on the part, in what direction(s) and in what magnitude. The load case must accurately reflect real-world conditions. If the designer creates an inaccurate load case the optimization software will create a shape that will not correctly reflect the real-world problem.

The designer must have a working understanding of engineering
mechanics and statics, or else consult with a specialist. For this exercise, the load case had to reflect the overall pressure force on the mold from the autoclave and the thermal load from the heat (Fig. 19). It is important that the load case be applied to the non-design space (gray), not the design space (brown). In this case the intent is to see where material will be eliminated and retained in between the mold face and the feet.

Once the load case had been created, the first step was to do a displacement analysis. This is essentially a simple check on the load case. It does not create geometry; rather it predicts how that load case will cause geometry to deform under load. If there is no displacement at all, it suggests that the load case is too small. Alternatively, if there is extreme displacement, it suggests that the load case is too large. Displacement analysis is a magnitude check to confirm that the load case is in the right range (Fig. 20). Using displacement analysis, adjustments were made to the load case.

Once the load case is determined, a ‘minimum mass” optimization is run. This type of optimization determines where material is required. The optimizer is instructed to remove an arbitrary percentage of
material, typically 70%, and calculate where the remaining material is needed to minimize displacement (the equivalent of maximizing stiffness). This subtractive process reveals a distribution of material that reflects how the loads are transmitted—the “load paths”—in this case from the mold face to the feet (Fig. 21).

A final problem to be resolved is the conversion, if required, to a curve-based or parametric solid model. This type of volumetric computation inherently subdivides the object in a way so that the resulting model is a polygon mesh. The advantage of printing the mold is that it is possible to print the polygon model as-is. An SLS printer can simply build the rough shape, saving time and cost. In this case the mold was printed using an SLS printer but not using a high-temperature polymer and machine due to cost. It is proof of concept using the same process. The printed part is of good quality and representative of the output from a high-temperature machine (Fig. 22).

At this point an optimal structural shape is established, but the amount of material removed (70%) was arbitrary so it is not known if the size of the structural elements (legs) are optimal—they could be too thin or unnecessarily thick.
The example part was printed in sections to allow separation of the non-design space (mold face and vacuum tubes) and design space (Figures 23-24).

![Fig. 23. Optimized design of mold half. Source: Author](image)

If further refinement of the model is required then the mesh must be converted into a solid model based on curves, typically a “NURBS” (Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline) model that can be imported into a full-featured 3D CAD system such as CATIA. This is not straightforward with complex shapes. Inspire has basic tools that convert the rough polygon mesh into NURBS-based elements (Fig. 25). In practice they are limited and often cannot handle complex transitions without significantly altering the general configuration.

![Fig. 24. Mold face nested with mold. Source: Author](image)

![Fig. 25. Mesh converted to curves with Inspire “NURB-ifying” tools. Source: Author.](image)
Exercise 2: ECS Duct with Dual-purpose Lattice

The second design exercise was intended to demonstrate the use of a “generative” design tool, in this case Materialise 3-matic, which is tailored for 3D-printing applications. It can generate 3-dimensional surface textures and includes a “Lightweight Structures (LWS) module” which enables creation of curve-based lattice structures that can be tailored to fill volumes or follow surfaces (Fig. 26). Additionally, the parameters of the lattice can be varied by incorporating data from topology optimization or even by editing elements individually.

![Fig. 26. 3-matic filling a volume with a lattice structure. Source: http://software.materialise.com/sites/default/files/public/SAM/Products/3-matic/shoe-metal_heel_flow_0.jpg](http://software.materialise.com/sites/default/files/public/SAM/Products/3-matic/shoe-metal_heel_flow_0.jpg)

There is significant interest in using 3D printed lattice structures in aircraft components to provide a lightweight means of structural reinforcement, practical functions such as heat transfer (e.g. a radiator), or even both functions in combination. However, lattices are difficult and expensive to manufacture by conventional methods. 3D printers can fabricate complex lattice structures along surfaces or inside volumes with little difficulty (although removal of supports or trapped material may pose a challenge). The application chosen for this exercise was low-pressure environmental control system (ECS) ducting (Fig. 27).

![Fig 27. Print of original duct. Source: Author.](http://www.example.com/author_print.jpg)
Aircraft use ECS ducting to maintain cabin climate and pressure, provide cooling air to electronics, or carry hot air away from some location. They often have sensors mounted to them to measure temperature or pressure, which requires the part to include attachment points and wiring guides. These type of parts are ideal candidates for Additive Manufacturing solutions because they meet several criteria: low production volume, high complexity, and multiple functions.

In this case, the part selected was a “notional” (i.e. not real) elbow which provided some geometric complexity: convex and concave curved surfaces, protrusions, ribs, and an integral bracket (Fig. 28). 3-matic was used to apply a lattice structure to the curved surfaces without altering the ribs or protrusions nor interfering with the fit of the bracket.

The basic work flow of 3-matic is to import a CAD model, perform any necessary repairs to its surfaces, apply textures and/or lattice elements to selected surfaces, then export the model for 3D printing or analysis (Fig. 29).
3-matics’ features for applying 3D elements to a surface are derived from the image and texture mapping method developed for 3D illustration and animation software [x]. While the position and orientation of a 3D object in space is defined by an X, Y, and Z coordinate system, locations on the surface of a 3D object can be defined by a “UV” grid of perpendicular lines mapped onto the surface of the object or to selected sub-surfaces. Whereas in 3D illustration the UV pattern is used to position an image, in 3-matic the grid is used to position a 3D object. There are two types: a 3D texture element which is a polyhedron object such as a pyramid, or a “graph curve” which is a set of polycurves enclosed in a cubic volume. 3D textures are created by a repeating pattern (or random distribution) of texture objects on the UV surface of the part. Similarly, 3D lattice structures are created by defining a graph curve element (or elements) and distributing a repeating pattern of them on the surface using the UV grid.

The first step was to subdivide the surface model into selected sub-surfaces that would have lattices applied (Fig. 30).

Fig. 29. Materialise diagram of 3-matic design work flow.  
Source: http://software.materialise.com/sites/default/files/public/SAM/Products/3-matic/3-matic_workflow_0.jpg

Fig. 30. Defining and selecting a surface in 3-matic. 
Source: Author
Next, those surfaces had UV patterns assigned and oriented (Fig. 31).

**Fig. 31.** Conformal UV grid pattern applied to the surface. Source: Author.

Next, a graph curve is selected and applied to the surface (Fig. 32).

**Fig. 32.** Graph Curve example. Source: Materialise.

Once applied, the designer can control the parameters of the graph curve such as depth, thickness and overlap with adjacent graph curves. The result is a complex lattice structure that follows the surface curvature of the underlying object (Fig. 33).

**Fig. 33.** Graph curves applied to the surface. Source: Author.

In practice, multiple iterations of the UV grid ratio (X and Y dimensions of the graph curve, in effect) and graph curve depth (Z dimension) were required to achieve a lattice structure that had a “good fit”, meaning that the lattice was neither too dense or too sparse, and that
rows were not truncated or excessively deformed so that the resulting "beam" aspect ratios (diameter vs. length) were too high to provide effective strength.

When satisfactory layout of graph curves is achieved, the lattice can be refined with editing tools. Unattached members can be deleted or individual members can be added as needed (Fig. 34).

An initial part was built with an unrefined mesh applied to partial surfaces and printed to evaluate the strength of the printed lattice members, the difficulty of removing powder, and general durability. While print quality was good and the powder was easy to remove from inside the lattice, it was found to be somewhat weak—the 0.5mm diameter beams broke easily. The refined lattice elements retained the 0.5mm diameter but the member length was reduced. A final part was printed as well as an example of the original for comparison. The refined lattice was quite tolerant of handling and passed a simple "drop test" from table-top height onto a concrete floor. The weight of the original tube (printed in nylon) was 18.9 grams while the modified tube weighed 31.1 grams, or 60.7% more. Surface area of the lattice-modified tube was 1359 square cm compared to the surface area of the original tube of 475 square cm, or 286% more. The overall rigidity of the part was noticeably greater (though no measurements were taken).

A significant issue when designing highly complex lattice structures for 3D printing is the data structures of the files (Griggs et al, p. 227). The standard data format for describing a model to be 3D printed is the Standard Triangulation Language (STL). Since the STL file format
is a simple triangulated polygon mesh, it grows geometrically in proportion to the surface area of the encoded object (provided the triangle size remains the same). Lattices obviously have huge surface areas and the resulting STL files also become huge, especially if the resolution (triangle size) is set small. With small structural elements like 0.5mm diameter trusses it is necessary to use a fine tessellation to preserve the design intent (Fig. 35).

As a result, the final STL version of the model can be large and cumbersome to manipulate in a CAD environment. Very large, complex STL models also pose challenges to 3D printers. Any process that requires supports to hold the object in place while printing will not be a good candidate for printing lattices because the dense structure makes it very difficult to remove the supports. The powder-based SLS process is recommended for printing lattices because the loose powder is fairly easy to remove post-print, although the deeper the lattice is the more difficult it can be to remove the powder. Another practical problem with polygon mesh models like the STL format is they do not meet the internal standards of manufacturing enterprises such as Boeing, which require production parts to be saved in parametric model formats that encode important metadata such as the design history, material type, dimensional relationships and notations.

A polygon mesh is effectively an empty shell. Fortunately, 3-matic takes a partial step towards solving this problem. The graph curves in the Lightweight Structures Module are 3D NURBS polycurves that are assigned parameters of diameter and cross-section.
The polycurves at least can be saved and exported in IGES (Initial Graphics Exchange Specification) format which is compatible with solid modeling systems (Fig. 36) such as Boeing’s standard CATIA (Griggs et al, 2005 p. 227).

Materialise’s ‘Magics” application for 3D printing will import the IGES model (Fig. 37). This is very useful because its’ smaller file size makes manipulation of the model much faster than would be the case for a large STL file.

Finally, the IGES version of the lattice was successfully exported to CATIA where it was saved as a STEP or equivalent file. This satisfies the Boeing requirement for Model-Based Definition (Fig. 38).
This exercise demonstrated the ability of additive manufacturing to fabricate complex lattice structures that can be generated by specialized design software (Figures 39-42), but exposed some of the practical constraints that designers will need to understand: the need to manage the detail design of lattice elements, allow for the feature resolution limits of the printing process, and manage file size.
Design Problem 3: Tray Table Design Synergizing Topology Optimization with Generative Modeling

The intent of the third exercise was to use both types of modelers—topology optimization and generative—in the creation of a part. Importantly, this exercise not only addressed a design problem but also a process problem. The design problem was to make an interior part, where visual appearance is important and fit and finish must be to a high standard. In this case, an airline seat tray table, must meet one basic criteria for any table, which is to be perfectly flat (Fig. 43).

This apparently simple requirement in fact confronts a process problem inherent in the type of 3D printer used for this exercise: A Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) printer (Lindstrom, 2012). SLS printers create parts from polymer or metal powder that is fused into a solid by the heat from a laser beam that selectively scans the surface of the powder. Because the melted powder shrinks as it cools, it is necessary to heat the build chamber the printer to a high temperature that prevents shrinking while the process is ongoing. In the case of the machines used for the exercises, P730 and P800 printers made by Electro-Optical Systems (EOS) of Germany, operating temperatures are 179°C for the P730 using nylon powder and 289°C for the P800 using PEKK powder (Fig. 44).

Fig. 43. Tray table modeled in Rhino. 
Source: Author

Fig. 44. Build temperature in a P800 is 290°C. 
Source: EOS
Once the “build” is complete the heat is removed and the parts shrink as they cool to room temperature. The amount of shrink is known for materials, so accuracy is achieved by scaling the parts up before printing to offset the shrink. While dimensional accuracy is typically within +/- 0.05” per inch, the cooling process introduces an unwanted side-effect: distortion of parts due to thermal stress (Fig. 45).

Fig. 45. Distortion of the long axis of the printed tray. 
Source: Author

There are two types of stress on the part. First, is the differential cooling rate of large parts that span the chamber. Because the build chamber naturally cools from the outside inward, large parts will be cool first at the chamber edge while still hot in the middle, causing them to bend. Second, the shape of the part itself can induce distortion if it has an uneven distribution of mass. There are two ways to counter thermal distortion: Part positioning and design. Whenever possible a part should simply be positioned away from the chamber edges so it cools as evenly as possible. Designing a part’s geometry to resist thermal distortion is a more complex matter. Some parts will inevitably have an asymmetric distribution of material, i.e. a thick section and a thin section which will induce distortion because the thin section will cool faster than the thick one. The airline tray table provides a good case example of a part that is a challenge to print with SLS. It must be flat, it has a solid top side and an edge enclosing a hollow bottom side, plus an asymmetry caused by the cup holder indentation. The objective was not so much to design a fully-realized production tray table, but to see if combining topology optimization with the relatively even material distribution of a lattice could produce a tray table design tailored for production in an SLS printer that would resist thermal warping as it cooled. The idea was to use two methods to resist warping. The first was to attempt to balance the mass distribution of the table. Obviously this could be done by simply making the table solid, but that would result in a heavy object. By using 3-matic’s LWS module, the “empty” bottom volume could be filled with a light but constant lattice structure that would retain heat and hopefully balance
the solid table top. The second method was to use topology optimization to strategically vary the density of the lattice to distribute mass and heat in a way that might counteract the warping stresses. The main problem was to determine what material distribution would counteract the distortion from thermal stress. However, because there is not yet an effective software-based analysis method to predict how a part will distort in the printer (the distortion is dependent on variables that can be different in every print) a “work-around” solution was needed. The idea was to print several copies of the table and measure where and how much they distorted from the design intent, then program that distortion into the Inspire topology optimizer with the objective of maximizing the stiffness in the most-distorted locations.

A force vector was applied to the center of the tray while displacement constraints (settings which establish an allowance for part displacement in a particular direction) The mechanical load case was manipulated until the displacement predicted by the Inspire analysis matched the displacement measured in the physical parts (Fig 46).

This suggested that the mechanical load case effectively mimicked the real-world thermal stress acting on the parts in the printer. The interior of the underside of the tray was designated as the “design space” (Fig. 47).
With the displacements modeled, it was possible to perform a “maximum stiffness” optimization to counteract those displacements. The result showed a distribution of mass in the center of the tray. A version of this tray was printed and measured. The results showed the displacement was significantly reduced, suggesting that the method of using topology optimization to mimic the thermal load with a mechanical load was effective. To test the concept, three trays were printed: one with no material distribution in the design space, one with the distribution predicted by the optimization, and one with a distribution opposite (“negative”) of the optimization. The resulting warp of the parts is shown in Figures 48-53.

Weight of the basic tray was 509.4 grams.
Fig. 50. Printed SLS tray with optimized distribution.  
*Source:* Author.

Fig. 51. Warp of tray with optimized distribution.  
*Source:* Author.

Weight of the optimized tray was 611.2 grams.

Fig. 52. Printed SLS tray with “negative” distribution.  
*Source:* Author.

Fig. 53. Warp of tray with negative distribution.  
*Source:* Author.
While this design theoretically satisfied the requirement to counteract thermal warping, it was not an aesthetically satisfying solution—essentially a “blob” of material (Fig. 54).

A preferred aesthetic solution was to fully fill the underside of the tray, but with a variable-density lattice structure that was high-density where the optimization placed material and low-density where it did not.

Boolean operations were performed to create a “negative space” object surrounding the “blob” which was further divided to create an area of intermediate density (Fig. 55).
The resulting lattice filled the entire interior volume of the tray (Fig. 56-57).

Performing this operation revealed one of the fundamental limitations of current design representation for Additive Manufacturing, which is that the requirement to represent objects as polygon mesh models for printing creates extremely large files. In this case, the lattice interior of the tray was 1.2 gigabytes which made it extremely slow to manipulate parameters in 3-matic and very slow to export the model (46 minutes).

Ultimately, the complexity of the resulting “slice” data of the cross-sections was such that the printer “crashed”, or stopped operating because it could not print layers. An alternative solution was to fill the design space with a simpler, less memory-intensive lattice and see how much a printed version would warp. The results were positive (Figures 58-60).
Weight of the simplified lattice tray was 562.5 grams, only 53.1 grams or 10.5% more than the unfilled tray vs. 101.8 grams or 16.7% more for the solid optimization.

This provides a good example of the necessity of more advanced file formats and process controls. The standard for translation from the representation tool to the manufacturing process has lagged behind the printing technology.

Fig. 59. Distortion of lattice tray is minimal. Source: Author

Fig. 60. Detail of lattice fill. Source: Author
Conclusions

Additive Manufacturing technology is in need of global standards for materials, processes and, in particular, data formats. There is a need for more additive materials that meet existing government and industry standards for aircraft, automotive and other manufacturing sectors. Of the thousands of available metal alloys and polymers, there are just tens of additive materials that are test-qualified for production under existing standards. Therefore, designers have a limited palette of materials available to them when they are tasked with designing parts intended for use in production of aircraft, cars, etc.

There are two options for dealing with this challenge. The first is simply to qualify more materials. This means putting an increased emphasis on development and testing, which requires greater investment by industry and more engagement with government standards agencies such as the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). The second option is for designers to be as creative as possible with the limited number of materials available. To enable that creativity, designers will need appropriate tools such as generative modelers and topology optimizers.

In terms of process, it’s clear that 3D printing is still in its infancy. Even the most advanced 3D printers available today do not operate with the degree of reliability and precision that is typical of established production technologies such as machining, injection molding, casting, etc. For Additive Manufacturing in situ process control is limited. Most machines lack any process control monitoring at all and the few machines that do, have relatively primitive controls compared to established manufacturing processes. For example, in the exercise to design the tray table, a very crude method was used to attempt to predict the thermal distortion of the part inside the printer. These methods were moderately successful, which suggests that a sophisticated model of the thermal environment inside the printer could enable the printer to predict how a part would deform and automatically alter the part geometry to compensate. As well with process, most additive manufacturing processes do not scale well. For example, there are basic thermodynamic restrictions on chamber size or prohibitive mass of material in powder-bed printers. A volume of material being heated from the outside can only be so big before it becomes impossible to maintain a constant temperature throughout. Extrusion printers have been successfully scaled up. Polymer printers
have made vehicles; concrete printers have made houses. However, once again, robust process controls are needed to counter the significant propagation of error typical of extrusion printers. Current large-scale (beyond one cubic meter) polymer extrusion printed parts must be made to “net shape” (meaning a slightly-oversized model) and post-machined (touched-up) to meet required dimensional tolerances.

In the domain of representation, the most obvious limitation is the lack of a robust file format for encoding parts for Additive Manufacturing. The current standard format, the STL file, is 30 years old – ancient in software terms. First, it encodes only the outer surface of the desired part and nothing else. For a fabrication technology capable of building parts “from the inside out”, depositing materials at different densities or depositing multiple materials, it makes no sense to use a data format that is incapable of encoding such information. Additionally, improving resolution or increasing the part size will massively increase file size. One of the greatest advantages of 3D printing – the ability to create complex geometries such as a lattice – is severely compromised by the need to encode it as a polygon model. As seen in the tray table model, the file exceeded the printer’s capacity. These inherent limitations of polygon mesh models have disqualified them as production standard format at Boeing and other top-tier manufacturers. The industry requires an advanced file format the encodes more of the part data to take full advantage of 3D printing potential. There is an ongoing effort to replace the STL file with a XML-based standard AM file format. The AMF (Additive Manufacturing Format) introduced in 2011 by the ASTM (American Society for Testing and Materials) and the more recent Microsoft-developed 3MF (3D Manufacturing Format) are contending for this privilege. The main goal of the effort is to emulate the success of standard file formats developed for CNC milling, like IGES and STEP, which include metadata about material and manufacturing operations, as well as encoding geometry in a manner that facilitates conversion. An XML-based AM format will include information such as multiple material types, tolerances, colors, surface textures, and support for curved surfaces. When a truly robust, versatile file format is standardized, this will pave the way for manufacturers such as Boeing to formally adopt representation tools that are intended for Additive Manufacturing. The generative tools such as 3-matic already output their models as parametric curves, but topology optimizers such as Inspire inherently output mesh models. Tools for converting polygon mesh models into
NURBS models remain expensive and labor-intensive to use, adding time and expense to the process of creating additive designs that meet industry modeling standards.

However, despite the limitations just described, more additive materials are becoming available, machines are improving, process controls are being introduced, and design software tailored for Additive Manufacturing is becoming more capable. As well, the standards that allow knowledge to be encoded and transmitted between domains are becoming established. In the "big picture" this means that innovation and advancement are occurring in all three design domains: The design space for Additive Manufacturing is expanding. The most important implication of this is that designers must incorporate all of this new knowledge and capability into their practice. They must understand the properties of additive materials, the opportunities and limitations of various additive processes, and they must learn to use appropriate design tools such as generative modelers and topology optimizers. Obviously this is a significant undertaking, requiring organizations in all three design domains to formalize training and education about AM. Boeing’s effort to adopt CATIA is a relevant example. The company instituted a large and comprehensive training program and committed to incorporating CAD into the design process. For manufacturing enterprises like Boeing to adopt AM fully as an integral means of production, a similar education and training effort will be required at multiple levels. Technicians operating machines must receive proper training so they can consistently produce quality results, and provide knowledgeable feedback to designers. Designers must learn to think more expansively about form and material, taking inspiration from nature as much as possible. They must have appropriate representation tools, and receive training and support to become proficient in their use. Topology optimization, in particular, is a science unto itself that requires significant grounding in math, physics, and even thermodynamics. Finally, just like specialists in other fields of design, designers working with AM must “network” with each other and develop a Community of Practice to nurture their burgeoning specialty.

Once the DFAM community is established and thriving, sharing knowledge about AM materials, processes, and form-finding, there is virtually unbounded potential to expand the manufacturing Design Space for the benefit of all.
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